
 

Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 
 

 
Things to Consider…. 
 
      The latest US pork exports reported a 5% decline 
from the levels reported for July, with volume to China 
dropping significantly. Mainland China reported a 27% 
drop from the previous report, falling nearly 42 million 
pounds for August.  
 
      Alternatively, many other destinations increased 
volume of US pork exports for August including 
Australia, Canada and the Philippines. Japan, Honduras 
and Colombia also made notable increases on the 
report. Australia increased imports of US pork by more 
than 6 million pounds to its highest level since January 
2010, while exports to Canada climbed 1 million pounds 
to 6% over highs reached in 2018 for this time. US pork 
exports to the Philippines reached a high level not 
recorded since March 2014.  
 
      It is worth noting that US weekly gross sales of pork 
exports to China reported significant jumps in the back-
half of August and into September, on average around 
14 thousand over year ago levels. This should lend 
support to the volume of US pork exports to China, 
which typically begins to rebound from the seasonal 
bottom reported in August. 
 
With October lean hogs now off the board, front month 
December has rallied significantly over the last week as 
the contract attempts to narrow the basis to a strong 
cash market.  The CME 1-day cash hog price as shown on 
Page 2 has now surpassed $77 US per cwt with 
expectations of that market reaching $80 US in the 
coming days. 
 
Most 2021 lean hog contracts are near or at contract 
highs but appear to have stalled with little no change 
registered over the past week.  The market is positioning 
between a slight pull back in exports are shown here, 
continued large slaughter levels in the US and what can 
be considered the second wave of Covid-19 around the 
world.  Commodity buying could be considered 
overdone currently as countries secure supplies ahead 
of what could be a slow down in their economies if 
restrictions are elevated beyond current levels.   
 
Producers looking to reduce a portion of risk for the rest 
of 2020 and some of 2021 should consider current lean 
hog futures good value. 
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Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Regional and national cash were reported mixed 
throughout the week, however strong gains Monday 
and Thursday helped cash hog values average above 
the previous week. Alternatively, CME cash improved 
daily and was stronger early on however reported only 
modest gains the latter half of the week. Wholesale 
pork primals improved overall, excluding a significant 
decline in hams, with pork cutout ending $1.72/cwt 
over week ago levels.   
 

 
 

 

Monitored Canadian hog markets improved again this past week, supported by rising hog and pork 
values. BP/TC values rose nearly $10/hog, followed by those out of the OlyW which were up $7.50/hog. 
Values out of Quebec were up shy of $4/hog, while Hylife was up closer to $3/hog. The ML Sig 4 
improved near $2/hog while values out of Ontario were up more than $1.25/hog. In the US, Tyson fell 
$2/hog while JM climbed nearly $1/hog from the previous week. 

 

 
 
 

 



Weekly Hog Margins 

Hog margins were mixed on the week, with good strength in hog values generally neutralized by a rise 
in feed costs. Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs jumped more than $2.25/hog while those in the 
monitored US region climbed closer to $1.80/hog from a week earlier. 
 
Margins out of Hylife continue at strong levels, up $0.50 to $54.75/hog profits, followed by margins 
out of Quebec which improved $1.50 to $44.75/hog profits. The OlyW calculated hog margins $5 
stronger to $35/hog profits, while Ontario weakened $1 to $25.28/hog profits and the Sig 4 fell $0.50 
to nearly $22/hog profits. In the US, Tyson margins weakened more than $3.25 to $13.50/hog profits 
while JM margins fell nearly $1 to $8/hog profits. 
 

 
US Regional Margins 

• Tyson: $ 13.55 USD X 1.3234 = $ 17.93 in Canadian Dollars 

• Morrell: $ 8.07 USD X 1.3234 = $ 10.68 in Canadian Dollars 

 
 

Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the time 
of the report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means without 
permission.  Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the accuracy, 
reliability, or completeness of any material contained in the publication. 

 


